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Course Description

The purpose of this class is to provide leaders, at all levels, with Biblical and practical
insights related to the formation and coaching of leader. God shapes and forms leaders
through a series of turning points and defining moments. He uses these moments to mold
Christ-followers to minister in the age of mission. Each of us discovers our unique and
ultimate contribution as we see our lives in the context of his unfolding story.

Organic Leadership Formation focuses on fueling God’s design and presence in the life
of a leader. It will assist individuals in identifying God-shaping work in his or her
personal life, and those they lead. It also will give tools for the raising up and coaching of
leaders. Learning how to identify and join God’s formation work will assist each
participant in how to better recruit, challenge and empower those they lead.

This class is open to leaders at all stages of development: emerging (20s-30s), leaders
who face the crossroads of ministry and life (40’s-50s), and leaders who are in a quest to
finish well (60s). The uniqueness of this class is that it will be taught as a learning
community involving each participant. Participants will not only learn the subject
material, but also with experience how to construct a leadership, learning community.

The on-site class experience will be divided into two segments:

Part 1: Understanding essentials of the Leadership Development paradigm.
Part 2: Discovering how to raise up and coach leaders using this paradigm.

In the first part of Organic Leadership Formation course (Monday through Wednesday),
participants will learn about and develop the following:

- Understanding on the Organic Leadership Development paradigm
- Discovery of the three key leadership development transition points, and how God
  processes leaders during each of the defining moments.
- Application of the Leadership development processing patterns and how to apply
  these to personal development and the formation of others.
- Increased decision-making skills using the paradigm
- Communicating and teaching this paradigm to those you lead
In the second part of the class (Wednesday-Friday) participants will learn how to:

- Develop church leaders who actually lead in a way that people will follow
- Gain intentional processes that support the identification and mobilization of leaders will be given special consideration.
- Integrate evangelism, discipleship, mobilizing, mentoring and biblical training into a holistic leader development strategy.

Participants will learn to empower leaders for effective ministry through intentional coaching relationships designed to integrate a leader's calling, and character with both internal and external ministry. We will focus on coaching leaders to develop their God given potential so that they grow personally and make a valuable contribution to the Kingdom of God.

Participants will…

- Identify the important connection between evangelism, discipleship and leader development
- Understand the difference between mobilizing workers and mentoring leaders
- Identify the best tools for the biblical and theological training of leaders
- Create an integrated leader development strategy for their context
- Receive a holistic model for mentoring and coaching leaders
- Develop the art of asking good questions and listening effectively
- Practice specific approaches to coaching ministry leaders

**Course Project**

A written project of at least 20 pages will be required. The goal is to integrate classroom learning and reading with real life ministry.

- Complete ten leadership development profiles and coaching reports from 10 real coaching reports on the form provided.
- Write a personal evaluation of your experience applying the leadership development paradigm to leaders lives, and your coaching of their development, including analysis of your strengths, weaknesses and discoveries
- Develop a written strategy for raising leaders that operates from the leadership development paradigm, and integrates evangelism, discipling, mobilizing and mentoring and biblical foundations in your ministry context.

**Instructors**

Dr. Terry Walling will teach the first section of the class (Monday - Wednesday). Terry is Founder of Leader Breakthru, and former Vice President with Church Resource Ministries (CRM). Terry’s twenty plus years of coaching, mentoring and training church leaders in their development, helps him to uniquely apply his understanding of Leadership Development to a variety of ministry settings. Prior to assuming his current position. Terry pastored local churches for fourteen years, and received a B.A. from Point Loma.
University, did his M.Div work at Talbot Theological Seminary, and has his D.Min. in Global Leadership from Fuller Seminary.

Dr. Steve Ogne will teach the second section of the class. (Wednesday – Friday). Steve is a nationally known church planter and trainer, coach and consultant for Church Resource Ministries & coauthor (with Bob Logan) of the best selling Church Planter’s Toolkit. His previous minister experience includes pastorates at Community Church and Crossroads Community Church, both in California. He is a graduate of Azusa Pacific University and has earned a master’s degree from Talbot Seminary and a doctorate from Northwest Graduate School of Ministry. Steve and his wife Jane live in Somis, California, and have 3 sons, Tim, Jeff & Greg.
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